
 

 
 

2011 Mercedes BenzInkart Championship Report 
Round 3 - Circuit: Double Chicane 

 

What looked like would be a cold overcast day when the drivers arrived at the 
circuit turned into a glorious sunny day as the heats progressed. By the time 
the finals were on track everyone was basking in the sun enjoying what 
proved to be some exciting racing. 
 

Cadets 

Three false starts in the cadet B final lead to a reduced race distance, but 
despite the early distractions James Green powered through the field to take 
a comfortable win. 
 

Thomas Oregan was the pole man for the A final, he had Jack Lemmer 
alongside in 2nd. Evrim Guler was 3rd, with Philip Hanson 4th, Roberto 
Ferreira 5th and Luke Roberts 6th. Another false start in a cadet race meant 
only an 11 lap final, as the race got under way at the second time on asking 
Thomas lead away from pole, with Jack and Evrim quickly settling in behind in 
2nd and 3rd respectively. 
 
By lap 4 Thomas had already extended his lead to 2.1 seconds, Jack and 
Evrim were separated by just 0.4 of a second. In 4th Roberto was 2 seconds 
ahead of Dante in 5th, but he was chasing him down hard in an attempt to 
catch the top three drivers. 
 
As Thomas continued to extend his lead at the front, the drivers further down 
the field were quite happy to trade places on a regular basis. Dante eventually 
managed to catch and overtake Roberto for 4th on lap 8, from that point 
onwards the top 5 drivers stayed the same with just Thomas continually 
extending his lead at the front. 
 
He took the win by 9.4 seconds in the end, with Jack just about managing to 
hold off the advances of Evrim to take 2nd meaning Evrim had to settle for 
3rd. 
 

Podium positions: 
1st Thomas Oregan 

2nd Jack Lemmer 
3rd  Evrim Guler 
 

 



 

 

 

Junior Light 
A closely fought win by Dillon Parmar in the junior light B final meant 8 drivers 
lined up on the grid for the A final, for which Harry Neale was on pole position. 
Joe Wackrill lined up 2nd, Sean Richardson 3rd, Reza Motavassel 4th and 
Charlie Tibble 5th. 
 
Yet again the pole sitter made the most of his position on the grid, leading the 
way throughout the opening lap, Joe tucked in behind in a close 2nd whilst 
Reza got the jump on Sean to move into 3rd. 
 
A incident on lap 3 saw Reza and Charlie come together in what was a racing 
incident, which meant both Reza and Charlie dropped down to the back of the 
field. The battle at the front was as intense as any had been all day, with just 1 
second separating the top 3 drivers. It was Sean who made the most of the 
incident involving Reza and Charlie as he moved up into 3rd. 
 
On lap 5 Harry lead by 0.8 seconds from Joe in 2nd and Sean in 3rd, Jody 
was in 4th a further 3 seconds back whilst Thomas Brookes was 5th. By lap 7 
Harry and Joe had broken away from Sean who was now 1.5 seconds back 
but was still comfortably ahead of his brother who was a further 2 seconds 
adrift in 4th. 
 
Harry took the win by 1 second from Sean who over the closing laps managed 
to catch an overtake Joe on the final couple of corners for 2nd. Joe finished in 
3rd just 0.2 seconds behind Sean. 
 

Podium positions: 
1st  Harry Neale 

2nd Sean Richardson 

3rd Joe Wackrill 
 

 

Junior Heavy 

Alex March took the first final victory of the day in the junior heavy B final, 
meaning the A final was a 9 driver affair. 
 
Liam Oregan lined up on pole position for the A final, with Jack Philips in 2nd. 
The second row comprised of Elliott Hamilton and Jason Wood, with Callum 
Mazzella and Jack Bolton on row 3. 
 
A good start from Liam saw he lead the way through the opening sequence of 
corners, Elliott made a move into 2nd with Jack Philips dropping down to 5th. 
Jason and Callum took advantage moving into 3rd and 4th respectively by the 
end of lap 1. 



 

Lap 3 and Liam was still in control at the front despite the close attention he 
was receiving from Elliott and Jason in 2nd and 3rd mean whilst Callum was 
in 4th with Jack Philips 5th. 
 
Lap 7 Jason had managed to move into 2nd taking advantage of a rare 
mistake by Elliott as he ran wide at turn 6. Further back an incident involving 
Callum and Jack Bolton led to Jack receiving a penalty board for an 
advantage by contact manoeuvre which dropped Callum down to 7th. 
 
Lap 9 Elliott re-passed Jason for 2nd but excessive contact was made 
meaning Elliott received a penalty board, which would drop him five places. 
Come the chequered flag Liam took the win by 0.1 seconds from Elliott who 
crossed the line in 2nd, though finished 7th in the overall results. Jason 
crossed the line in 3rd with Jack Philips in 4th.  
 

Podium Positions: 
1st Liam Oregan 

2nd Jason Wood 

3rd Jack Philips 

 

 

Senior Light 
Adam Payne took the win in the senior light B final, which put him on the back 
of the grid for the A final. Ian Del-Pizzo lined up on pole with Matthew Williams 
in 2nd, Matthew Edwards 3rd, Charlie Bragg 4th and Josh Keeling 5th. 
This race provided onlookers with very little in the way of action as there was 
hardly any overtaking to be seen anywhere. What it lacked in action though it 
made up for in the quality of driving on show. 
The top 5 drivers all finished with 2 seconds of each other as a combination of 
impressive defensive driving and lack of overtaking opportunities, created 
probably the most exciting race of the day. 
Ian kept calm under the constant pressure he was under to claim a lights to 
flag victory by little over 0.2 seconds from Matthew Williams in 2nd, who try as 
he may couldn't manage to make a move stick despite coming close on a 
number of occasions. Matthew Edwards finished 3rd, after trying to attempt a 
grandstand finish crossing the line neck and neck with Matthew Williams.  
 

 

Podium Positions: 
1st Ian Del-Pizzo 

2nd Matthew Williams 

3rd Matthew Edwards 



 

 

Senior Heavy 

Stephen Harding started on pole position, with Arrun Saunders alongside in 
2nd. Emilio Lopez Andres was in 3rd, with Callum Beament 4th and Dan 
Weston 5th. Stephen made the best start leading away from the line, Emilio 
managed to outbreak Arrun into the first corner putting him second and 
dropping Arrun to 3rd. 
 
Lap 3 and Stephen led by 0.1 of a second from Emilio in 2nd, and Arrun was 
running 3rd. Further down the field Dan Weston was running in 4th, Callum 
Beament 5th, Clint Moody 6th and Richard Edwards 7th. 
 
Lap 4 Emilio managed to make a move stick on Stephen for 1st, Stephen then 
ran wide which also allowed Arrun to move ahead as well into 2nd. 
 
Lap 7, Arrun took advantage of Emilio making a slight mistake to take the 
lead. Stephen was just 0.5 seconds adrift of the front pair in 3rd still, and held 
a decent advantage over Dan who was running 4th. 
 
On the penultimate lap Emilio made a move stick on the exit of turn 8 to re-
take the lead, which he managed to hold onto until the chequered flag 
dropped. Emilio crossed the line 0.2 seconds ahead of Arrun in 2nd, with 
Stephen 3rd. 
 

Podium Positions: 
1st Emilio Lopez Andres 

2nd Arrun Saunders 

3rd Stephen Harding 

 

I hope to see as many drivers if not more at the next round, remember you 
can book in anytime up until 5.30pm on the Friday prior to racing. Please 
note NO bookings will be taken after this time. 
 

Please call 0845 644 5502 to Book Your Place Now! 
 
Round 4 of the 2011 Inkart Championship will be held on Monday 
25th (Bank Holiday Monday) April 2011. (Due to horse racing on 
Sunday 24th). 
 

Race Report by: Nick O'Halloran 

 

 


